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“Harvey, that’s the truth. Simply bear with it,” Yara said. 

Harvey angrily lifted the table, however his strength was too weak, so he didn’t turn it over. 

He simply made the desk move a little. 

He really did not offer up. Rather, he smashed the computer and everything he saw in the 

office was smashed. 

In less than two minutes, the chairman’s office was in a mess. 

” Liam, this damn man, didn’t he say that he would certainly not accept the Sue household?” 

Harvey yelled unwillingly. 

Yara trembled her head and also let Harvey remain to be insane as well as left of the office. 

 

This kind of thing was truly undesirable to Harvey, but for other relatives of the Sue 

household, it was a good thing. Due to the fact that the firm survived the crisis, which 

suggested that they would not shed their jobs and can still count on the firm to live. 

” Yara, what’s Harvey’s response?” 

” He’s crazy. He shattered every little thing in the workplace,” Yara said. 

 

Minority relatives of the Sue family members were not surprised to hear this. He had simply 

come to be the chairman of the board of supervisors not long ago, and also currently he 

was resigning. How could he quickly accept it? 

” I do not recognize that the new chairman is. I can ultimately see him tomorrow.” 

” Unfortunately, I hope he will continue to utilize us. If we leave the company, it will be hard 

for us to endure outside.” 



” That’s. I hope the firm doesn’t change individuals.” 

These loved ones of the Sue family members had been inhabited the positions for years, 

and they were not capable whatsoever. After leaving the Sue business, they were absolutely 

nothing. Normally, they would stress over their future. 

Currently the destiny was in the hands of the new chairman. Even if they were stressed, it 

was ineffective. They could only hope that God would certainly provide a way out. 

At the Hill Rental Property, Yvonne as well as the others might ultimately kick back after 

they got residence. 

Plants’s fatality provided a specific amount of psychological stress, but Samuel’s efficiency in 

front of them was still the same as in the past, so there was absolutely nothing to stress 

over. 

Currently, Lydia did not dare to provoke Samuel. She treated him politely; for anxiety that he 

would certainly be miserable. 

As for Godfrey, he really did not also have the courage to look straight into Samuel’s eyes. 

He really felt incredible pressure also when he was eating at the very same table as Samuel. 

At the table, Samuel observed the hesitation on He Ting’s face. It appeared that something 

had taken place, and Yvonne was so idle that she looked a little dejected. 

He Ting have to have something to do with her child. When it comes to Yvonne’s anxiety, it 

must be as a result of the company. She was a strong female. If she stayed at home all day 

without working, Yvonne couldn’t adjust to this type of life. 

” Yvonne, do you desire me to send you to function tomorrow?” Samuel asked Yvonne. 

Yvonne stated with a wry smile, “I’ve already resigned. What am I mosting likely to perform 

in the workplace?” 

” Well, in my viewpoint, you are also spontaneous. You surrendered willingly to fulfill 

Harvey’s dream. He really hopes that you won’t go to work in the company.” Lydia claimed 

helplessly. She never ever conflicted in Yvonne’s choice, since Yvonne had constantly done 

the ideal thing. In this matter, Lydia really felt that Yvonne was incorrect as well as extremely 

wrong. 



Yvonne lowered her head. Harvey was still laughing. Believing of these things, Yvonne was 

distressed. 

” Really …” At this time, Samuel stated, “After you surrendered, the Sue household’s business 

ended the cooperation with Weakriver Realty. The bank additionally required the Su Sue 

family members to settle the financing, so currently the firm remains in trouble.” 

Yvonne was not happy to rub salt in the wound due to the fact that what she desired was 

not exactly how bad the company was, yet just how she could work with her very own. 

Yvonne is the most vital person in the company. How can she be replaced by Harvey? 

 


